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How many poisoned existences, how many destinies cut short, how much bitterness, how many tears, how much tragic desperation will this nubile existence in bloom leave behind!" Thus Mercante, through the "objec?
tive" lens of positivist observation, began to construct an entire history within a framework of three treacherous women: Manon, the stereotypical prostitute ofthe nineteenth-century opera, the rebel; Lucretia, the Renais? sance poisoner, the woman who competed in men's power games; and Messalina, the adulterous Roman matron, the woman who appropriated for herself the prerogatives of the double standard. The "poisoned," "tragic," or "bitter" life narratives of these women?generally created and repeated by male writers, male historians, and male teachers?were the cautionary models imagined by this educator for his adolescent pupils. Mercante was especially concerned over the dissemination?and control?
of new fictions or narratives, "oral dissertations" and "illustrative inscrip?
tions" that might serve as alternative models to that of the obedient wife and prolific mother.9
As an educational bureaucrat, Mercante declared, "I was able to verify that in boarding schools passive uranism constitutes an epidemic." His observations were ofa single institution, "boarding school X . . . a school of higher education, where girls from ten to twenty-two years old study."
Assigning responsibility for spreading the disease through the whole edu? cational system, Mercante said that his findings included "both private and state schools," yet later he criticized one specific type of private school?
that "with a conventual regimen," or nuns' school. This was the ideal me? dium for the propagation of "feminine uranism" threatening the national educational system.10 Describing this specific medium, while adding a new definition to the taxonomy of homosexuality growing out of these Argentine texts, Mer? cante claimed that "feminine homosexuality is not usually impulsive; rather there is a morbid predisposition toward contemplation and romanticism, with a possible mystical leaning. Here its relationship is with the cloister. "Rosita" follows fashion, and sets the fashion for his peers. Here, he is portrayed in the photograph, in a matinee dress, inciting envy in many for his gracious air and arrogance at the same time. She has imposed the fashion of several costumes and of these outrageous portraits that seem to be a speciality of these people, so idiosyncratic are they.36
The narration documenting the path out ofthe closet and the subsequent life of "Rosita de la Plata" followed a stereotypical pattern of the life and career of a theater diva; moved by an original "great passion for performing" she first "surrenders herself to the scene," then "throws herself to the public," "has a smashing success," and "surpasses her rivals in fame," until "her star fades from the ravages of time. 
